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Post-Soviet “Political”?
“Social” and “Political” 
in the Work of Russian 

SO CSOs
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• Debated question in many societies
• Division into two crucial roles

• Promoting societal change through advocacy
• Social support of (vulnerable) groups

-> political activity vs. welfare service provision
• Two diverged scholarly debates: 

democratization vs. welfare frameworks
-> two distinctive categories and roles of CSOs
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Societal Role of CSOs
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• Russian CSOs tend to work with questions of social 
welfare (social assistance, small-scale service 
provision)

• Recently much attention from the Russian state
• Less focused in (Western) scholarship on Russian 

civil society development
• Apolitical nature of the work (i.e. social assistance)
• Co-opted helpers of the Russian state
• Remote attention to “political potential” of Russian SO 

CSOs 
• Dominance of liberal vs. statist state-society design
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SO CSOs in Russia
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Two roles articulated:

• “In the social sphere, yes. Why do they [CSOs] work especially in the social 
sphere? Because it’s what our society acutely needs. […] The biggest role … in 
the first place, promoting children’s rights for us [the organization in question], 
promoting human rights for CSOs [in general]. Because, unfortunately, today 
human rights are violated, frequently. It concerns children; it concerns adults. 
People, in principle, are illiterate, and don’t know their rights. Thus, social 
movements must give a possibility to people to learn about their rights, and these 
organizations are obliged to promote and defend their rights. So, such a pressing 
problem prevails, concerning human rights. But at the moment, very many 
organizations play, perhaps, a charity role. It concretely concerns our organization 
as well – to pay for day care, to buy school books, to cover tickets for kids to ride 
to schools. But I think that the role of civil society organizations is deeper: to 
influence public opinion, to shape public opinion in a certain direction, to contribute 
to legislation […]”

• “In our country, the political and socioeconomic situation has changed drastically 
and unforeseeably – that is, far from the better direction. Default, delays in 
pensions, monetization, reforms in housing and health care, new administrative-
territorial division […] The Veterans’ Council has become a defender of the legal 
rights of the older generation. And the passing of time has given evidence: 
Veterans’ organizations are needed like air. During recent years, they have 
become a powerful and coherent force that defends the interests of all the 
veterans, retirees and the disabled.”
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RQ: Societal Role of Russian SO CSOs
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• The role and functions of SO CSOs
• Two categories of CSOs

• (Neglected) Soviet legacy organizations (e.g. veterans’ organizations, 
organizations of different categories of the disabled)

• More recent, post-Soviet organizations engaged in social welfare (e.g. child 
protection organizations, domestic violence organizations)

• In-depth ethnographic investigation in Karelia; several qualitative 
collaborative research projects (mostly Saint Petersburg, Karelia) (2006-
2016)

• No predetermined function of either advocacy or services -> What is their 
primary role? 

• Any political role alongside the more obvious social role? 
• How possibly social and political roles interconnect? 
• What qualifies political in the given context? 

• Differences in the logic of action
• Locus in relation to the state
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Focus of my investigation
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• Apolitical self-identification: “No, we are not a political organization; that is unequivocal. We 
provide help on every occasion. […] I think that we are here more for solving social problems.”

-> Political understood narrowly as party politics
-> Ethnographic learning by understanding to go beyond the surface: political as 
an analytical (instead of self-identification)  
• In Russian politika = policy + politics, i.e. no distinction between policy 

making and doing politics
• Strong connotations of policy making and policies
• Cf. current legislation forbids political activity; stigmatization of being political 

• Doing politics
• Societal change: changing laws, influencing public opinion
• Advocacy of interest, rights defense of certain groups (vis-à-vis the state)
• Transformation of personal issues into public one through the work of CSOs, 

i.e. “smaller transformations and changes at the lower levels of society
• Care as a political concept (Who the caregivers are? Who receives care? Who 

allocates the resources?)  
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What qualifies political in the 
given context?
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• Ignored as illegitimate due to their Soviet legacy (research + foreign donors)
• Classified as membership organizations

• Anchored at the grassroots; clear constituencies around shared identities
• Classical representative structure with delegation of power
• Generalized interest representation and rights defense around these identities 

vis-á-vis the state (cf. the quote in the beginning)
• Primary role: rather successfully securing and lobbying for (old) social rights -> 

social and political intertwined
• Mobilization at the turn of 1980s and 1990s: “We started to fight for social 

benefits because it was difficult to survive in the early 1990s’.”
• Through representative politics and political connections: “Fourteen deputies 

of the regional parliament are members of our organization. So, we have our 
own lobby.” ; “We are the electorate!”

• Politicians as members of the organizations
• Voting for certain candidates and getting rewarded

-> Close connections at the municipal-regional levels; in opposition at the federal 
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Soviet legacy organizations: 
Politics of Inherited Social Rights
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• Secondary role: social support
• Access to information, subsidies and services 
• Small-scale services of their own

• Essential function: emotional, peer support through activities; getting out
• Empowerment: “[in the gatherings] our people sing, dance, and live life fully. 

These people are undaunted. From there, they understand that, if they gave 
up, it would impossible to live.”

• Publishing issues/making thinks visible: ”We make excursions in summer with 
the disabled […] And on a regular basis, just trips to nature, because many 
[members] sit at home and have no possibilities to gather and talk. […] On 
Finland’s streets, you easily meet a disabled person with a wheelchair, but 
when you walk on the streets of our country, do you see those people? No, you 
don’t see them. No. Because if they live on the second, the third floor – hardly 
anyone [lives] on the first. They have no possibilities even to get down from 
their own floor. If we make trips to nature, like we had to Kirova, [we take out] 
people with wheelchairs, from their [homes].”
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Soviet legacy organizations: 
other functions
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*Large group of Russian CSOs

• Democratization framework: apolitical service providers, helpers of the state

• Welfare framework: Filling the gaps left by the state (cf. withdrawal of the state from its previous social obligations)
*Classified as social welfare organizations:

• Solidaristic: speak for people who are not (yet) organized or empowered (≠ representative: active participants do not 
belong to the group on behalf of who the organization works)

*Primary function: improving the well-being their target group by creating and providing services and other assistance 

• E.g. domestic violence services; material and juridical help children; educating in needed skills: etc.
• Exceptional cases of lobbying for better laws (domestic violence, men’s organizations, child protection)

“Political role as a byproduct (social becomes political – intentionally?)
• Initiators of new services -> modifying the existing palette of public services (first CSO, later state-based)    

• Construction of new, earlier ignored/hidden  identities (to be served): e.g. domestic violence victims; mentally 
disabled; HIV positive people

• Making (sensitive) issues visible in the public; changing mindsets

• Creation of new approaches and working practices at the lower levels (cf. increasingly authoritarian context)
*Blurred state-society boundary

• Overlapping roles 

• Bottom-up changes, i.e. political activity in an arena that cannot be truly distinguished from the state
*Trans-national connections
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Post-Soviet social welfare orgs:
Politicizing new and sensitive issues
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• No organization completely apolitical
• Advocacy vs. services too narrow in scope

• Social and political parallel and intersecting in both categories but with a 
different logic

• Soviet legacy organizations: political activity in socially oriented questions –
defense of social rights 

• Post-Soviet social welfare organizations: social service provision becomes 
political as a byproduct (new services for new categories of people; publishing 
and legitimizing sensitive issues)

• Category matters also in their relationship with the state
• Paradoxically, old Soviet ones confrontational (cf. liberal model)

• Plus connected to representative politics
• Social welfare organizations largely overlap with the local welfare state 

structures – not co-opted; but paradoxically bottom-up changed happened in 
an arena that cannot truly distinguished from the state

• Agency and bottom-up changes in restricted circumstances
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Conclusions


